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ABSTRACT

1.

Locations are often expressed in physical coordinates such as
an [X, Y ] tuple in some coordinate system. Unfortunately, a
vast majority of location-based applications desire the semantic translation of coordinates, i.e., store-names like Starbucks,
Macy’s, Panera. Past work has mostly focused on achieving
localization accuracy, while assuming that the translation of
physical to semantic coordinates will be done manually. In
this paper, we explore an opportunity for automatic semantic localization – the presence of a website corresponding to
each physical store. We propose to correlate the information
seen in a physical store with that found in websites of the
stores around that location, to recognize that store. Specifically, we assume a repository of crowdsourced WiFi-tagged
pictures from different stores. By correlating words inside
the pictures, against words extracted from store websites, our
proposed system can automatically label clusters of pictures,
and the corresponding WiFi APs, with the store name. Later,
when a user enters a store, her smartphone can scan the WiFi
APs and consult a lookup table to recognize the store she is
in. Our preliminary experiments with 18 stores in a shopping
mall show that, our prototype system could correctly match
the text from the physical stores with the text extracted from
the corresponding web sites and hence label WiFi APs with
store names with an accuracy upwards of 90%, which encourages us to pursue this study further. Moreover, we believe the
core idea of correlating physical and web sites has broader
applications beyond semantic localization, leading to better
product placement and shopping experience, yielding benefits for both store owners and shoppers.

Indoor localization has been researched extensively in the last
ten years. Even though a solution is not in the mainstream,
localizing a user with < 5m accuracy is possible today in the
research community. While there is still research to be done in
improving robustness, there is growing agreement that location accuracy and robustness are not sufficient to roll out localization in the wild. Indoor maps and semantic understanding of a place (e.g., Starbucks, Macy’s, Panera) are equally
crucial pieces of the bigger localization puzzle, but only recently researchers began to focus on these aspects.

INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on the problem of semantic localization
of shoppers, i.e., making a smartphone aware of the store its
user is in. Towards that end, we leverage the presence of a
website corresponding to each physical store. Our approach
is to correlate the information seen in a physical store with
that found in websites of the stores around that location, to
recognize that store. Specifically, the problem we are trying
to address can be stated as follows: Develop a system that
detects the name of the store a user is in, using a repository
of crowd-sourced pictures from different stores, each picture
tagged with WiFi APs. Put differently, can we automatically
label WiFi APs with semantic store–names, using only pictures
from different stores? If we can, then, when a new user enters
a store, her smartphone can sense the WiFi APs and perform a
simple lookup to identify the store name. Figure 1 illustrates
the problem pictorially.
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Figure 1: Problem Definition: A system is needed that
receives WiFiAP-tagged pictures as input and generates a
WiFiAP–StoreName lookup table as output.
One could incentivize crowd-sourced users to walk into different stores, record WiFi APs inside them, label the stores, and
thus produce a WiFiAP–StoreName table manually. Our aim is
to automatically label WiFi AP vectors with store names with
the aid of in-store pictures gathered from users, without manual intervention, through a camera app or a photo storage service in the cloud. As an alternative, we investigated the possibility of inferring the store names by mining WiFi SSIDs [1].
Our results from the stores in the Champaign-Urbana county
indicate that less than 30% stores indeed have meaningful AP
names (e.g., Expresso Royale, Panera, Bestbuy-guest), from
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Figure 2: The core intuition underlying our system, AutoLabel.
which the store names could be guessed easily. An overwhelming majority are unrelated to the stores. Besides, in
a large shopping mall, public WiFi service is provided by the
shopping mall authority, therefore most of the stores there
do not have their own APs. As a result, the reality of SSID
naming and WiFi deployment has rendered the idea of mining store names from WiFi SSIDs inadequate.
Given a collection of in-store pictures, we immediately considered the possibility of finding logos and names of the stores
in them. If a picture from Starbucks had the word “Starbucks” written in it, or the distinct green logo of the mermaid,
it would be immediately possible to label the corresponding
WiFi APs. Unfortunately, the approach presented hurdles. For
instance, pictures from a “Payless” shoe store often had numerous logos of Nike and Adidas, similar to an actual Nike
or Adidas store. Furthermore, when looking into the actual
data, we realized that with many stores, not a single picture
from the store had the logo or the store-name in it. Hence, an
appropriate solution simply cannot rely on the store’s name
or logo being present in pictures.
This paper proposes to leverage the presence of an online version of each offline store and their similar content for recognizing a store given the in-store pictures. Our core intuition
emerges from a hypothesis that different words visible in pictures from a store X, are also likely to occur in the website
of the same store X. Put differently, let Hof f (Starbucks)
denote the histogram of words visible from the pictures of
Starbucks, and Hweb (i) denote a word histogram from store
i’s website. We hypothesize that when Hof f (Starbucks) is
matched against Hweb (i), the strongest match will correspond
to i = Starbucks. Figure 2 illustrates the idea. Of course, the
matching need not be performed for all stores in the world –
given that a picture’s crude location is also known, only stores
around that location can be candidates. Within this candidate
set, the probability of a correct matching could be high.
Of course, the above may seem reasonable only if the crowdsourced pictures are already clustered per-store – in that case,
words from each cluster can be labeled using the matching
technique in Figure 2. Unfortunately, the picture repository
may be flat, i.e., we may not have information on which pictures are from the same store. However, we believe that even
without this information, the end goal can be achieved through
a technique called simultaneous clustering and labeling.

We have developed a prototype of the proposed system, called
AutoLabel, and evaluated it in a mall with 18 stores. Our experiments show labeling accuracy around 94%, even with as
few as 10 valid pictures (that contain readable text) from a
store, encouraging us to explore this approach further.
Generalization: The core connection between physical and
web sites could potentially be applicable to broader problems
beyond localization. Perhaps, user behavior on the website,
say the ordering of visited items, could inform how products
are laid out in the actual store. Conversely, interactions of
shoppers with service agents in a store, difficult to capture
from an e-commerce website, might prove valuable in improving the online experience. In a sense, this paper is merely a
first step in exploiting the presence of two “avatars” of the
same store. Next, we present the design of AutoLabel.

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The key components of AutoLabel can be sketched as shown
in Figure 3. The crowdsourcing app helps us collect images
with the corresponding AP information. Using this collection
of images, the AutoLabel server constructs WiFiAP−StoreName
lookup table, which is used by an end-user app to semantically localize users. We elaborate on each of these components below.

2.1

In-store Data Extraction

AutoLabel aims to recognize a store based on the text from
in-store pictures. Words from pictures can be extracted using optical character recognition (OCR) tools available publicly. Since our focus in this work is on studying how well the
text in a store correlates with the text on its website, not on
improving or evaluating OCR performance, we assume ideal
conditions for extracting the in-store text. Among the OCR
tools we tried, we found that Google Goggles [2] achieves
the best performance in reading the text in pictures. At this
moment, Google Goggles is provided as an app, Google hasn’t
opened its APIs. Therefore, in the current phase, we run the
app on an Android phone, rotate the phone to deal with the
various orientations of the text in pictures and then manually
record the text recognized by Google Goggles.
Not all words in a store are equally effective in the matching process. We observe that words that are at or above the
eye-level, i.e., towards the ceiling or higher side of the walls,
often refer to product categories, menus, banners, etc. These

web text, in Section 3, we evaluate AutoLabel with these two
variants: i) menu text only and ii) all web text.
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Figure 3: System pipeline of AutoLabel: Crowdsourcing part
(top) collects in-store data; Labeling part (middle) processes
crowdsourced data to label AP data with store name; Enduser part (bottom) utilizes the AP−StoreName mapping to
localize users.
words tend to be stable over time and often reflect the core
attributes of a store. Given that store webpages are also likely
to include these words, we consider at-and-above eye-level
words to represent a store. We could extract the words from
the desired region in a picture by inferring the attitude of the
smartphone camera, from the readings of motion sensors (e.g.
gyroscope, accelerometer), when the picture is being taken.
To study the effectiveness of the text at or above the eye-level,
in Section 3, we evaluate AutoLabel with these two variants of
in-store information: i) at or above eye level text only and ii)
all text. Apart from the text present in each image, AutoLabel
expects that the meta data for the image includes the vector
of WiFi APs heard by the device taking the picture.

2.2

Web Data Extraction

Apart from the AP vector, the meta data associated with each
in-store image is also expected to include a rough location
(could be using GPS). AutoLabel utilizes Google Map to get
a list of candidate place names around this rough location.
Then, it performs web search with these place names to get
the homepages of these businesses and extracts their web
text. Besides the text shown on the webpage, many stores
also define meta keywords in the html files of their homepages. While the meta keywords are meant for search engines, they usually contain the words which describe some of
the key characteristics of that store. So in AutoLabel, we also
extract meta keywords from the stores’ webpages.
Given that most business web sites have a certain structure,
we also leverage it to extract the higher level discriminative
words from the web sites. For instance, typical business homepages contain the following parts: Category/Menu section,
which is used to categorize the products and navigate to secondlayer pages. The menu shown on webpages are usually correlated with the product category shown in the physical stores,
because this is how the business owners typically manage and
exhibit their products. Therefore, we extract the words from
first and second level menus on a web site. To study how
this impacts the accuracy of matching the store text and the

Matching Text and Labeling APs

The matching process treats the in-store and website text as
documents and applies established document matching algorithms, such as Cosine Similarity with term-frequency inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) [3] based weights for words.
Within a store, words which occur more frequently are likely
to be more important than other words in characterizing it.
The term frequency (TF) method gives more frequent words
proportionally higher weight than infrequent ones. On the
other hand, if a word appears in only one store in an area,
even if infrequently, it helps discriminate that store from others. The inverse document frequency (IDF) method captures
that intuition by giving higher weight to less common words
across the candidate stores.
Specifically, AutoLabel employs TF × IDF as the weight for
each word. It uses augmented TF which is computed as
TF(t, T ) = 0.5 +

0.5×f (t,T )
,
maxf(T )

where f (t, T ) is the frequency of word t in text T (which is
the word set of a store’s in-store text or web text); maxf(T )
is the maximal frequency of the words in T . IDF for a word
t depends on its occurrence in the web text of all candidate
stores. Suppose n is the total number of candidate web sites
and k is the number of sites in which the word t occurs. Then
IDF(t) = 1 + log( nk ).
The resulting weight assigned to a word t in T is
w(t, T ) = TF(t, T ) × IDF(t).
Given the weight of each word, we can compute the Cosine
Similarity, SIMs , between the store text ST and the web text
WT s of each candidate store s as
P

SIMs ← √P

T
WT s w(t,ST )×w(t,WT s )
.
P
w(t,ST )2 × t∈WT w(t,WT s )2

t∈ST

t∈ST

s

If the store s∗ is the one with the highest similarity measure SIMs∗ , then s∗ is deemed the name of the store from
which the pictures arrived – all WiFi AP vectors from these
pictures are labeled with this store name, resulting in a simple WiFiAP−StoreName lookup table.

2.4

Simultaneous Clustering and Labeling

When we do not have an a priori knowledge about the correct
clustering of pictures, we can perform simultaneous clustering and labeling as follows. First, we can apply the available WiFi knowledge to gain a crude understanding of pictures that do not belong to the same store. As a simple case,
two pictures with completely non-overlapping WiFi AP vectors can be assigned to separate clusters. Once we have this
basic clustering of pictures, we then form clusters within each
of these clusters. Now, in any given iteration of the algorithm,
i, we have a set of clusterings, say Ci . We pick each cluster
cij in clustering Ci and compute its matching score against
the candidate websites, and eventually sum (cij ∀j) to obtain
a score for Ci , say Si . We repeat this operation for different
clusterings of the same pictures. Our intuition is that the cor-

rect clustering, say Cr , would achieve the maximum matching
score, i.e., r = argmax(Si ). If this holds, we will be able to
label all the stores and their WiFi vectors in one shot, and
populate the WiFiAP−StoreName look-up table.

sourcers carry smartphones in their pockets, which collect
WiFi AP data of the stores they visit. The crowdsourcers
also record the semantic names of the places they visit, which
serve as the ground truth in evaluating AutoLabel.

2.5

3.2

Semantically Localizing a User

When a user visits a store, her smartphone overhears a WiFi
AP vector and performs a lookup on this vector in the WiFiAP–
StoreName table. Observe that no store may match exactly
with this vector, and many stores may match partially with
this vector. We design the vector matching algorithm based
on an intuition – we consider the number of APs matched as
well as the order of APs, based on their RSSI values, in each
of these vectors. We adopt ordered AP vectors approach, as
it is observed that such an ordering is fairly stable [4]. The
output of this match is a store name that is supplied to apps
that provide semantic location based services to the users.
We are currently devising and refining our algorithms for simultaneous clustering and labeling, and also for AP vector
matching to semantically localize a user. Hence, in the following section, we limit our evaluation to demonstrate the
core idea behind AutoLabel, i.e., matching in-store text and
web text to recognize a store.

3.

EVALUATION

Before we describe the data collection and present the detailed results, we summarize our findings as follows.
• The similarity between the text from a store and that
from any other store, and likewise between the text
from a store’s website and that from other store’s websites, is low, less than 0.3 in 97% of cases.
• In more than 94% of instances, the text from a store
matched the most with the text from that store’s website
than any other store’s website.
• In general, around 10 random pictures with text from a
store suffice for AutoLabel to distinguish that store from
nearby stores with high accuracy.
• Matching the text in a store at or above eye level with
the text in the menus of the websites is a reasonable
strategy for recognizing a store, though its performance
is slightly less than that of using all the available text in
the store and on the web.

3.1

Data Collection

We collect data from 18 stores (refer to Fig. 4 for the store
names) inside a shopping mall near Champaign, Illinois. Among
the 18 stores, some are selling similar merchandise. For instance, two of them are nutrition stores: GNC and Vitamin
World. Three are sports stores (i.e. Finish Line, Foot Locker,
Mc Sports), which are selling sports shoes. Several others
are clothing stores. Common words could be seen in these
similar-business stores. For example, the word vitamin occurs
in both the nutrition stores.
To accelerate the procedure of taking in-store pictures, we use
Google Glass and take panoramic videos inside these stores,
which in a way mimics the in-store picture collection by many
crowdsourcers over time and provides enough coverage for
the store text. The number of pictures with text in each
store ranges from 16 to 72. While taking pictures, our crowd-

Similarity Between Stores

To distinguish a store from other stores using AutoLabel, it is
necessary that: i) the text in those stores are dissimilar; and
ii) the text in the websites of those stores are dissimilar. Otherwise, one store’s text might match with the web text of two
stores, creating ambiguity in recognizing a store. To check
whether necessary conditions for AutoLabel hold, we study
the similarity between the text of stores in the mall and also
the similarity between the text of the websites of these stores.
Fig. 4(left) shows the similarity between the text in stores at
the shopping mall. Although the stores with similar business
have higher similarity, the overall similarity is low, only 1%
of cases have similarity score above 0.3. This gives us confidence that our AutoLabel can distinguish the in-store text for
the stores in the same area.
Fig. 4(right) illustrates the similarity of the text in the websites of stores at the mall. It is evident that while the websites
of stores having similar businesses have more common text,
the overall similarity of web text is low. In 97% of cases, the
similarity between the web text of two different stores is less
than 0.3, which makes it feasible for AutoLabel to discriminate the web text for the stores in the same area.

3.3

Matching Store Text with Web Text

Next, we study the performance of text matching between the
store text and web text. We consider two cases: i) excluding
store name and ii) including store name, in case it appears
in the text of store images. The intention is to see how well
a store can be distinguished based on the text alone without
taking advantage of the presence of store name in the text.
Fig. 5 shows the matching result between the store text and
web text from 18 stores in the shopping mall. To make the
best matching pairs more evident, we plot the similarity scores
normalized by the highest score, such that the darker the
color is, the better the matching is. Even when the store
name is excluded from the text (Fig. 5(left)), the matching
score between the store text and the web text of that store is
the highest in 16 out of 18 cases, yielding 89% matching accuracy. With store name included, if it happens to appear in the
store text (Fig. 5(right)), matching accuracy goes up to 94%.

3.4

Matching with Partial Data

Crowdsourcing is a long-term process. Over time, more useful data gets contributed by more people, and AutoLabel becomes more accurate in correlating the store text with the
web text and mapping an AP vector to the store name. In this
section, we study how much data is enough for AutoLabel to
perform with good accuracy.

3.4.1

Matching with Limited Number of Pictures

To study the accuracy of matching/labeling when different
numbers of in-store pictures are available, we randomly select 5∼40 from all the pictures taken at each store. For each
number of pictures, we randomly sample 20 sets. Here, while
matching, store name is included in the text if it appears in

Figure 4: The similarity between: (Left) the text in stores at the shopping mall; (Right) the web text of these stores.

Figure 5: Matching between store text and web text for stores in the mall (similarity scores normalized by the highest similarity
value): (Left) excluding and (Right) including the store name if it appears in the store text.
the selected images. Fig. 6 shows the matching accuracy with
varying numbers of pictures. It shows that, in many stores,
10 pictures with text allow AutoLabel to build reasonably
confident mapping between in-store text and web text. This
is because when 10 useful pictures are distributed randomly
enough, they should cover the majority of the store. Although
more pictures could improve this coverage, the improvement
may not be significant.
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3.4.2

Matching with Specific Portion of the Text

Thus far, all the evaluation of AutoLabel is done matching the
text at or above eye-level in the store against the text from
menu items of the webpages. An alternative strategy is to
utilize all the text in pictures, i.e., including the text below
eye-level, and correspondingly, all the text from webpages, including the text in web images. Comparing the performance
of these two strategies in Fig. 6, we can see that overall matching accuracy is slightly better using all the text. The only exception is when only a few (e.g. less than 10) store pictures
are available, the non-full-text strategy outperforms the fulltext strategy. We surmise that when only a few pictures are
involved, the non-full-text strategy (which uses text related
to menus/categories) is more likely to contain a few but more
relevant words, helping it recognize the store better. However, considering that this evaluation is preliminary and that
full-text strategy has higher accuracy in general, we need to
investigate this further to draw meaningful conclusions.

All

Figure 6: Comparison between non-full-text and full-text
strategies with varying numbers of in-store pictures. In almost all scenarios, AutoLabel could correctly match in-store
text with the corresponding web text with an average accuracy upwards of 90%.

4.

LIMITATIONS AND ON-GOING WORK

While the results of our evaluation are promising, they mainly
test the core hypothesis that a store can be recognized by correlating the in-store text with the web text. Towards building
an end-to-end AutoLabel system that can facilitate location
based services, we are currently implementing and validating

algorithms for simultaneous clustering and labeling, and also
for AP vector matching to semantically localize a user.
We are also working towards designing a robust store and
web text matching algorithm by gaining a better understanding of the hierarchical structure of web pages in terms of product categories and menus, and how that relates to the text on
walls, isles and banners within the store. Finally, it is possible
that physical stores and webpages also correlate in more subtle dimensions. A holistic understanding of the convergence
and divergence of the offline and online worlds is part of our
future work.

5.

RELATED WORK

The notion of semantic localization is not new. SurroundSense [5] and [6] utilize sensor data from smartphones to
characterize the ambience and translate them into a semantic
place. However, these approaches still assume labeled ambience data. Authors in [7] attempt to categorize places, by
training a model on WiFi, GSM and sensor data collected
from frequently visited places. Again, the places are predetermined and pre-labeled.
Authors in [8] utilize GPS data to infer the street address of
the place the user visited, and then reverse geo-codes this address to find the place. While this may not be accurate (due
to GPS errors indoors), authors correlate with calendar, address book, and even credit card transactions to strengthen
precision – a privacy concern. Several other works attempt
automatic place identification (e.g., home, office, gym) based
on analysis of user trajectories, frequency and timing of visits,
and other sensor data [9].
The work in [10] localizes users based on the text signs. It
requires users to manually input the text signs they see and
matches them against a GPS-tagged sign database. Upon a
match, the associated GPS value is returned as the user’s location. [11] attempts to identify the stores that appear in a
photo by matching it against the images of the exteriors of
the nearby stores extracted from the web, a computer visionheavy proposal. AutoLabel approach is more scalable as it
uses the correlation between in-store words and website words
to produce a WiFiAP–StoreName table. Moreover, both the
above approaches require user intervention to localize self or
identify a store from outside, whereas AutoLabel aims to automatically identify the name of the store a user is in.
Perhaps closest to this paper is the work in [12], which tries to
connect the text in the crowdsourced pictures with the posts
in social networks to infer business names. While similar
in spirit, [12] utilizes two disparate information sources: i)
crowdsourced pictures, whose content reflects curated choices
of the business owner; ii) social-network posts about the business, whose content reflects the unstructured and sometimes
unrelated views of the netizens, making the correlation weak
– perhaps the reason for its low accuracy of 38%. Also, the authors didn’t give any evidence on how and how well they can
cluster the crowdsourced pictures. Given that offline version
(i.e. the physical store) and online version (i.e. the store’s
own website) of the same business are curated to have similar
look and content, we believe AutoLabel holds better promise
as a solution for semantic localization.

6.

CONCLUSION

We observe that text – from a physical store and its corresponding website – can serve as an effective bridge between
the two worlds. By extracting the words from in-store pictures and correlating with web-words, it is possible to map
pictures to their places, ultimately label WiFi MAC addresses
with the name of the place. While we are still exploring this
idea fully, based on our initial results, we believe this could be
a scalable approach, and could lay the essential ground work
for physical analytics within and across stores.
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